Vile Anti-Semitic Hate Mail to MRFF Sparks Superb Commentary from Padre Steve’s World
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VILE ANTI-SEMITIC HATE MAIL TO MRFF
SPARKS SUPERB COMMENTARY
FROM "PADRE STEVE'S WORLD"

Illustration credit: Military Religious Freedom Foundation

THE "INGLORIUS PADRE STEVE'S WORLD"
COVERS MRFF
The "well known Jewish friend" referred to by Padre Steve
is MRFF Founder and President Mikey Weinstein.
See directly below article for full anti-Semitic email.

It Will Happen Again: The Holocaust and
Trump’s “Christian” Supporters
By: Padre Steve
Thursday, January 23, 2020
(Excerpts from The Inglorius Padre Steve's World/Emphasis Added by MRFF)

Today I received a forwarded email from a well known Jewish friend who
represents the religious rights of many, mostly Christians in the military.
It was one of the most despicable Anti-Semitic, racist, and Nazi-like screeds
that I have read in a long time. He gets hundreds like it daily. It used the
language of Joseph Goebbels and other Nazis referring to his “Jewish looks,”
other blatantly racist and religious comments that might appear in Julius
Streicher’s Der Stürmer, nearly pornographic. Whoever wrote the email also
included some very disturbing theocratic Christian views and referred to my
friend as a Christ Killer and member of the Tribe, both terms used widely
among the Nazis.
[…]
The sad thing is that many of the most active Anti-Semites are Christians,
or people who label themselves as Christians, who often echo the words and
Tweets of President Trump and many of his conservative Christian
supporters. Such people people beat their chest and loudly proclaim their
support for the State of Israel, but such support is only to usher in
Armageddon, the annihilation of two thirds of living Jews, and the
conversion of the survivors to Christianity.
[…]
It is no wonder to me that a man like my friend who actually stands for the
principles of the Declaration of Independence, the Bill of Rights, and the
actual beliefs of the Founders who did not create a “Christian nation,” is
targeted by such people.
[…]
My friend is constantly threatened by supposed Christians, who are no
doubt more nationalist and members of the Trump Cult than they are
Christians, as were the German Christians, the official Christianity of
Naziism.
[…]
Click to read Article

THE VILE ANTI-SEMITIC EMAIL
DESCRIBED BY PADRE STEVE
“free plastic surgery and hair transplant offer for Mikey”
Your boy Mikey is all over the news these days.
But his image needs a little help.
He looks too much like a jew.
He has, shall we say a big jewish nose and is bald as the day is long.
His public persona needs fixing.
We can help this shifty jew.
Our group of real men hereby pledges to pay for rhinoplasty to make Mikey’s
nose look more regular.
We also pledge to pay for a full hair transplant.
With a new non-jewish nose and a full head of hair Mikey will be looking
like a real honest to God Christian man soon.
In exchange, all Mikey has to do is to disband MFRF and stop persecuting
Christians in the military like the jew slime monster he is.
He can easily go back to ripping off naive Christians in the Jew York
Diamond District in midtown Manhattan.
A natural fit for him and his tribe of Christ Killers.
Sound good?
Such a deal for Mikey!!!!
(name withheld)
To see responses from MRFF Advisory Board Member
Mike Farrell and MRFF Board Member John Compere:
Click to read in Inbox

OP-ED ON THE HILL
COVERS MRFF
DOD should not allow promotion of
religion on branded dog tags
By: Kayla Williams
Sunday, January 26, 2020
(Excerpts from The Hill/Emphasis Added by MRFF)

The headline immediately caught my eye: “Anti-religion group seeks to
deny troops inspirational dog tags.” It’s a shocking claim and seemed
unbelievable — open religiosity was one of the components of military life I
found most surprising when I joined, and it’s hard to imagine any
organization trying to deny troops something as innocuous as dog tags with
inspirational sayings on them.
A careful read validated my suspicion: It is not the case that a nonprofit
has been denied the ability to donate innocuous dog tags with
inspirational sayings to individual service members by a supportive
nonprofit.
Rather, the Marine Corps — which is notoriously protective of its brand —
denied a license for the private business Shields of Strength to produce and
sell dog tags with both verses from the Bible and Marine Corps
trademarks on them.
Dog tags with Air Force and Army symbols and religious verses are still for
sale. Additionally, while coverage for this decision has blamed the Military
Religious Freedom Foundation’s complaint, the letter from Shields of
Strength’s counsel to the Marine Corps Trademark Licensing Office includes
a 2011 quote from the Marine Corps that they did “not feel comfortable
licensing religious materials” and another from 2017 referencing a DOD
policy prohibiting DOD licenses “for any purpose intended to promote …
religious beliefs.”
[…]
Click to read Article

THE FRIENDLY ATHEIST ON PATHEOS
COVERS MRFF
GOP Lawmaker’s Bill Would Allow Christian
Company to Sell Religious Dog Tags
By: Hemant Mehta
Wednesday, January 22, 2020
(Excerpts from Patheos/Emphasis Added by MRFF)

Last July, an online Christian jewelry store stopped selling dog tags featuring
emblems of the Marine Corps and Navy after the military branches
demanded they end the unauthorized usage.
The company, Shields of Strength, didn’t seem to care that using the official
logos of the military illegally suggested an endorsement of religion that the
military wasn’t making. (The Department of Defense’s own rules prohibit the
logos from appearing on any items that promote certain ideologies or
religious beliefs.)
All of that happened because the Military Religious Freedom Foundation‘s
founder Mikey Weinstein sent letters to all of the military branches urging
them to put a stop to what the Christian company was doing. It worked. The
U.S. Marine Corps Trademark Licensing Office was able to get the store to
take down the Marine Corps and Navy dog tags. The Army followed suit
later. (The Air Force dog tags are still available for purchase.)
[…]
Now a Republican lawmaker is trying to change the rules in order to benefit
Christians.
Rep. Gregory Steube of Florida has introduced a bill, HB 5657, that
would allow any trademarks owned by the Department of Defense to be
“combined with religious insignia on commercial identification tags
(commonly known as “dog tags”) and to be sold by lawful trademark
licensees.”
[…]
Click to read Article

BIZPAC REVIEW
COVERS MRFF
GOP Lawmaker’s Bill Would Allow Christian
Company to Sell Religious Dog Tags
By: Vivek Saxena
Wednesday, January 22, 2020
(Excerpts from BizPac Review/Emphasis and link Added by MRFF)

A battle is brewing in the military over dog tags that contain Bible verses.
[…]
According to the First Liberty Institute, a legal non-profit that defends
religious liberty, secularists with the notorious Military Religious Freedom
Foundation are actively seeking “to undercut our troops’ spiritual readiness
by denying them the ability to obtain replica dog tags with Bible verses
inscribed on them.”
[…]
“Kenny Vaughan started Shields of Strength (‘SoS’). SoS is a small, faithbased company from Texas that produces military-themed items inscribed
with encouraging Bible verses,” First Liberty Institute chief of staff Mike
Berry wrote in an op-ed for the Military Times.
[…]
In an op-ed published two days after Berry’s piece dropped last week, MRFF
senior research director Chris Rodda claimed that the “real issue with
these Bible verse dog tags is that they have the official trademarked
Marine Corps emblem on them, in violation of military trademark
regulations.”
[…]
Click to read Article

THE WASHINGTON FREE BEACON
COVERS MRFF
Veteran Rep. Stands Up for Religious Dog Tags
After Pentagon Caved to Secularist Group
By: Yuichiro Kakutani
Monday, January 27, 2020
(Excerpts from The Washington Free Beacon/Emphasis Added by MRFF)

An Iraq War veteran congressman wants to protect religious dog tags after
the military bowed to pressure from an atheist group.
In August, the Army, Air Force, and the Marine Corps ordered the company
Shields of Strength to stop selling replica dog tags that feature both official
military logos and Scripture, following complaints from the Military
Religious Freedom Foundation (MRFF). Rep. Greg Steube (R., Fla.)
wants to overturn that ban with a new bill that will explicitly authorize
the sale of religiously themed dog tags. He said the ban insults many of the
troops who risk their lives for the country by hiding the reason they serve.
[…]
Not everyone is happy with the bill. MRFF president Michael Weinstein
accused Steube of treason, saying that the attempt to protect soldiers'
religious dog tags was "the best example of a domestic enemy that I've seen
recently." He said the bill critically undermines the secular nature of the
American government.
"Why don't [Steube] and those who are supporting his bill just shred it and
move forward with a new bill that would declare fundamentalist
Christianity as the official religion of the United States of America and
their version of fundamentalist Jesus Christ as the official lord and savior of
America?" Weinstein told the Free Beacon. "Because they do one and the
same thing."
[…]
Click to read Article

CLICK FOR RECENT BACKGROUND ON MARINE CORPS
BIBLE VERSE DOG TAGS

CLICK FOR PREVIOUS BACKGROUND ON ARMY BIBLE
VERSE DOG TAGS

CLICK FOR BACKGROUND ON THE "RELIGIOUS INSIGNIA
ON DOG TAGS ACT" AND TO READ TEXT OF BILL

GRACIOUS ALLY & SUPPORTER
REPRESENTS MRFF AT COS WOMXN'S MARCH
"We had a terrific event at the Colorado Springs City Auditorium yesterday
[Saturday] and I'm so excited! I was able to explain to so many people how
church/state matters affect rights, to include how service members often
experience proselytizing either through their units, the installation, or even
the wider community. One man, also a veteran, stated that he'd experienced
this while at the AFA and that he wished the MRFF would have been around
when he was there. As I chatted with several veterans here, we shared
experiences that many of us have had in military environments when we
were in uniform, and for me, even as a dual military family... years of
frustration, fears, uncertainties...
This is why I am proud to stand by the MRFF-so that service members of
ALL belief systems are able to enjoy their right to decide what beliefs and
practices feel right to them. We don't defend the rights of others just to have
our own taken away."
Renee Reif
MRFF Volunteer

BUSINESS INSIDER
COVERS TRUMPS "SPIRITUAL ADVISOR"
This article illustrates the off-the-charts level of religious insanity
in the Trump administration that MRFF is currently battling!

Paula White, a White House employee and
Trump's spiritual advisor, calls for 'satanic
pregnancies to miscarry right now'
By: Connor Perrett
Sunday, January 26, 2020
(Excerpts from Business Insider/Emphasis Added by MRFF)

Paula White , a controversial televangelist who joined the White House in
an official capacity last year, is arguing that the content of a sermon she
delivered on January 5, which mentioned adversaries of President Donald
Trump and soon after advocated for divine forces to cause the miscarriage of
babies in "satanic wombs," was taken out of context.
In a video of the sermon posted by Right Wing Watch, a news outlet that
"monitors and exposes the activities of Radical Right political organizations,"
White can be heard mentioning adversaries of the president before
calling on God to miscarry babies convinced by what she called "satanic
wombs."
[…]
White joined the White House in November 2019 in an official capacity,
though she had been the president's unofficial spiritual adviser since 2016.
The president first connected with her in the 2000s when he was a reality TV
star. In 2017, White was one of six religious figures who prayed with the
president during his inauguration in 2017.
[…]
Click to read Article

“Greetings MRFF”
Hi Mikey, Bonnie, MRFF staff and volunteers
You do a great work. Your work assures that members of the military who
wish to do so can participate in religious services, either by themselves, with
others of like mind, or with the Chaplains and that the commanders should
have no say beyond being an individual worshiper with those of like faith.
Me? I’m not a vet, but my Baptist Minister father served in the infantry in
WWI, and as Chaplain in WWII. My son, my four brothers-in-law, and two
of my several nephews served. All are religious men. I’m an agnostic UU.
My fervent wish is that those who serve in the military should have the right
to worship or the right not to worship as they see fit.
Thank you again for your work. (I love Bonnie’s book, When Christians
Break Bad.)
Look for my PayPal donation. I only wish it could have been more.
(name withheld)
Emeritus Professor of Mathematics and Computer Science,
Western Carolina University, Cullowhee NC.
I speak only for myself. I live in Hendersonville NC.
Click to read in Inbox

“Rethink Your Position, Please”
Subject: Military Religious Freedom Foundation complained this year that
the tags had “poison[ed] the constitutionally mandated separation of Church
and State.”
I have serious concerns about your organization Military Religious Freedom
Foundation MRFF and it’s position regarding Shields of Strength SoS. This
is a company that produces religious items that bear U.S Military Armed
Forces insignia or emblems that were granted or licensed by these same
armed services.
I read an article today entitled” Marines’ Tag of War over Faith” in the
Family Research Council website. The article states” MRFF complained this
year that the tags had “poison[ed] the constitutionally mandated separation of
Church and State.” I am a retired soldier and believe that God and religion
can be a strong source of inspiration and comfort, especially on the
battlefield. Some people carry religious artifacts with them. Why would your
organization be against a private company selling religious artifacts to
military person or their families, or anyone for that matter? I think many
often misuse the Supreme Court’s constitutionally mandated “Separation of
State” clause. Oh, by the way Thomas Jefferson allowed the capital building
to be used as a church and he attended services there. Additionally, he did not
like the music at the church service and had the U.S Marine Corp Band play
music at the services (I suppose they played religious hymns). I wonder if
Thomas Jefferson was violating the “premise of “Separation of Church and
State”. As I am sure you know he was instrumental in creating the U.S
Constitution. Each working day in the morning a chaplain in both the U.S
Senate and the House of Representatives begins each session with a prayer, is
your organization Military Religious Freedom Foundation opposed to this
too?
Perhaps your organization should reconsider its position on this matter and
cause no more opposition to Shields of Strength or any other company
involved in this type of work.We need Freedom in America and people who
purchase these products do so using their own free will. Military Religious
Freedom Foundation should live up to its name, right now, it is not.
Sincerely
(name withheld)
To see response from
MRFF Senior Research Director Chris Rodda:
Click to read in Inbox

“So what..”
They will still wear them. Those that want them. They will still be made.
And you people will still be pathetic assholes! So nothing changes… Now
come back with all your substantive remarks like OK Skippy and where did
you learn to spell and so on and so forth; I mean you people are really
pathetic fucks with no lives.
https://www.bizpacreview.com/2020/01/26/anti-religion-group-pressurespentagon-to-deny-troops-dog-tags-with-bible-verses-inscribed-879903?
utm_campaign=bizpac&utm_content=Newsletter&utm_medium=Newsletter
&utm_source=Get+Response&utm_term=EMAIL
(name withheld)
To see response from
MRFF Advisory Board Member Mike Farrell
Click to read in Inbox

“again”
Does your group also assault Jews in the military for wearing their
yamakas? How about Muslims members for wearing RELIGIOUS head
coverings? How about the Sikh members who get to wear their RELIGIOUS
headgear? I suspect you will cow tow and equivocate for those groups. I have
yet to see a Christian member who has an issue with those items but I suspect
your group’s bigotry is limited towards one group alone for daring to expose
their faith in any way. Which is telling. Reminds me of a dude once named
Saul before he stopped his hateful wanton killing of followers of Christ.
(name withheld)
To see responses from MRFF Founder and President
Mikey Weinstein, MRFF Advisory Board Members Mike Farrell
and Marty France, and MRFF Board Member John Compere:
Click to read in Inbox

MRFF Information/Contact:
(505) 250-7727

SUPPORT MRFF!

Your Generous Support Allows us to Continue our
Fight in the Courts and in the Media
Make a Donation
Join MRFF's Constitution Society (Recurring Donation)
Help Build the Wall : Donate a "Brick"!
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